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The non-linear sewing lemma constructs flows of rough differential
equations from a braod class of approximations called almost flows. We
consider a class of almost flows that could be approximated by solutions
of ordinary differential equations, in the spirit of the backward error
analysis. Mixing algebra and analysis, a Taylor formula with remainder
and a composition formula are central in the expansion analysis. With
a suitable algebraic structure on the non-smooth vector fields to be
integrated, we recover in a single framework several results regarding
high-order expansions for various kind of driving paths. We also extend
the notion of driving rough path. We also introduce as an example
a new family of branched rough paths, called aromatic rough paths
modeled after aromatic Butcher series.
Keywords: Rough differential equations; Branched rough paths; Aromatic
Butcher series.
1. Introduction
Introduced at the end of the 1990s by T. Lyons [36], the theory of rough paths
defines pathwise solutions to stochastic differential equations driven by Brownian
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paths and more generally by a large class irregular paths, random or deterministic.
The core idea is that the Brownian paths need to be lifted as a path living in a
non-commutative truncated tensor algebra. For general, irregular path, the order
of truncation to consider depends on the regularity of the path.
Rough differential equations (RDE) generalize the notion of controlled differential
equations in which the controls, or driving paths, are irregular in space, e.g., α-
Hölder. Such paths are called rough paths. Since the seminal work [36], several con-
current constructions have been given to the existence of solutions of RDE: by solv-
ing a fixed point [36, 35, 33], as limit of discrete approximations by A. M. Davie [22],
by approximating the driving paths with geodesics, by P. Friz and N. Victoir
[25, 26], or by approximating the flows by I. Bailleul [2, 4].
In the recent series of works [15, 14, 16], we have studied the various properties of
the non-linear sewing lemma which consider an abstract family of approximation
of flows. This extend the results in [2, 4] and also encompass the approaches from
A.M. Davie and P. Friz & N. Victoir [22, 26]. The main point of the non-linear
sewing lemma is to construct approximations of flows which are “rectified” as flows.
A rough path of order n is a path living in a truncated tensor algebra TďnpUq :“Àn
k“0U
bk. A broad family of rough paths may be constructed from approximating
smooth paths through by their iterated integrals. It shares the same algebraic
properties as the iterated integrals that K.T. Chen pointed out in the 1950s [20].
Some controls of the regularity are also needed in accordance with the grading
of the tensor space. In view of performing integration, several alternative and
extension of rough paths have been given. The first one is that of controlled rough
paths by M. Gubinelli [28]. Later, M. Gubinelli introduced the notion of branched
rough paths [29] which are encoded through trees.
The notion of branched rough paths and corresponding RDE has subsequently
been studied in [31, 44, 8, 9, 19]. In [19], a solution to RDE driven by branched
rough paths have been given that extends the one of A.M. Davie: a solution is a
path y : r0, T s Ñ V characterized by
|yt ´ φt,spysq| ď C|t´ s|
θ for some θ ą 1 (1)
for a proper approximation φt,s constructed using the elementary differentials al-
ready used in the context of the studies of B-series and Runge-Kutta scheme [30].
The article [41] study a Runge-Kutta scheme for RDE, while [5, 17] use algebraic
results on Taylor series, B-series and the Faà di Bruno formula as a core. A variant
to branched rough paths consists in using planar trees [21]. While these articles
focus mainly on the properties of the driving paths, the algebraic properties of the
vector fields play a large role there.
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In a generic way, we can see a rough path as a path x : r0, T s Ñ W taking its
values in a group of an algebra W (either a tensor algebra or an algebra of trees).
Equivalently, we can see x as a W-valued family txs,tusďt satisfying the Chen
relation
xr,sxs,t “ xr,t for any r ď s ď t. (2)
Let us now consider either an algebra homomorphism F from W to the space C
of continuous functions from a Banach space V into itself with compositions We
assume that F r1s “ id, the identity map. Such a F is called a character. The
Chen relation (2) translates into
F rxs,ts “ F rxr,ss ˝ F rxs,ts (3)
This relation implies that F rxs,tspaq is a flow.
The driving path is not necessarily constructed as satisfying the Chen relation
in W, but for example in a quotient space ĂW :“ W{I for an ideal I. Truncated
tensor algebras are of this type. In such a case, (3) is no longer true. However,
there are situations in which it is “close” to be true in the sense that for some
θ ą 1,
|F rxs,tspaq ´ F rxr,ss ˝ F rxs,tspaq| ď C|t´ s|
θ for any s ď t, a P V. (4)
With a few additional assumptions on F rxr,ss, the non-linear sewing lemma [2, 15,
14] shows that there exists a flow tφt,susďt (i.e., φt,s ˝ φs,t “ φt,r for any r ď s ď t)
close to tF rxs,tsusďt. Hence, the path y : r0, T s Ñ V defined by yt “ φt,spaq actually
satisfies (1). Thus, y is a suitable object for being a solution to a generalized notion
of differential equation.
Given a TďnpUq-valued rough path x with components x
piq P Ubi, i “ 0, . . . , n,
as well as a function f : V Ñ LpU,Vq, a Taylor expansion leads us to naturally
consider
F rxs,tspaq “
nÿ
k“0
f tkupaqx
pkq
s,t for any s ď t, (5)
where f tk`1u “ Df tku ¨f and f p0q “ id. Such an approximation was considered first
in [22] for n “ 2, and then in [25, 5] for arbitrary orders n. In particular, in [25],
it is shown that thanks to an astute use of the Davie lemma and sub-Riemannian
geodesic approximations, (4) holds with θ “ pn ` 1q{p for a p1{pq-Hölder rough
path with n ě tpu. The effect of the approximation on the constant C in (1) was
studied in [10, 7]. Generalization to branched rough paths with trees of order n
also lead to similar controls [8, 19].
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Another approximation is given by setting F rxs,tspaq “ z
s,t
1 where z
s,t is the solu-
tion to the ODE
zs,tr “ a`
ż r
0
F rλs,tspz
s,t
r q dr with λs,t “ logpxs,tq in ĂW. (6)
The approach is developed in [2, 3, 4].
When φt,s is seen as an approximation, the kind of control in (4) is related to
consistency of the scheme. Under extra hypothesis, the rate of the numerical
Euler scheme obtained by composing the φt,s over small time intervals, may be
deduced from the knowledge of θ [26, 16, 13].
It is important to point out that naive computations do not lead to a proper
assessment of θ when n ě 3. They actually lead to θ “ 3{p whatever the order n
of the expansion. To reach a rate that depends on n, one really needs computations
of algebraic nature. In particular, for n ě 3, we are limited to use weak geometric
rough paths, which are obtained as the limits of smooth rough paths naturally lifted
through their iterated integrals. However, it was shown first in [33] that for the
order of regularity p P r2, 3q, and then in [31] and studied subsequently in [44, 9]
using branched rough paths that one could reduced non geometric rough paths to
geometric ones through suitable isomorphisms.
Beyond the algebraic aspect, another issue raised to get proper controls on (4) is to
manage the fact that in an expression like (5) involves functions of different order
of regularity when f is not smooth. One should really take care of the regularity
of the functions when expanding then through Taylor approximations to keep only
the relevant terms.
To overcome these difficulties, we consider an approach based on a “backward error
analysis” [42]. We consider solving an ordinary differential equation (ODE) of type
ytrαspaq “ a`
ż t
0
F rαspysrαsq ds, (7)
for a suitable α P ĂWwhich we related to some β P ĂW through
F rβspaq “ y1rαspaq ` remainder. (8)
Or course, β and α are linked by a transform of type exponential/logarithmic. We
actually prove a stronger statement:
F rγspy1rαspaqq “ F rβpα, γqspaq ` remainder
for some βpα, γq P ĂW. This is the key to control over composition of type F rαs ˝
F rβs, and the to rectify tF rxs,tsusďt as a flow using the non-linear sewing lemma.
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An expression of type (8) is obtained by iterating the use of the Newton formula.
This connect (6) and (5).
In our context, we then consider that F from ĂW to the space of continuous func-
tions not as a character in the space of continuous functions with composition, but
as satisfying a relation of type
DF rβs ¨ F rαs “ F rαβs
for a suitable α, where D is the Fréchet derivative. We call such a map a Newtonian
map.
Alternatively, we may consider F as an algebra morphism from ĂW to the algebra of
differential operators. To use the Newton formula, F rαs shall be a first-order differ-
ential operator. This imposes some limitations on the kind of α to consider, which
typically shall belong to a Lie algebra. This explains why weak rough paths [34, 26]
shall be considered when dealing with high-order expansions (however, the corre-
spondence between geometric and non-geometric rough paths stated above may
be used [31]).
In this article,
• We give a Taylor formula with remainder for approximating flows of ODE
with non-smooth vector fields defined as algebra homomorphisms from W to
an algebra of functions or of differential operators.
• We also provide a composition formula from which we derive inequalities of
type (4). The composition formula is a key statement to use the Davie lemma
as a substitute to the Gronwall lemma and therefore construct to almost flows
from flows.
• We extend the notion of a driving rough paths as a path with values in the
truncated algebra Wďn derived from quotienting graded algebra W up to a
given order n. The latter result may easily be generalized by replacing Wďn
to a quotient of W. This is useful when W is the superposition of algebras.
• We show how our results encompass some classical results about ODE, mainly
the Lie-Trotter formula as well as controls of type (4) for rough differential.
• We obtain decaying (in n) bounds similar to the ones of [10] on the constant
in (4) even for driving path living in an infinite dimensional Banach space as
we do not rely on using geodesic approximations.
• Finally, we introduce a novel notion of aromatic rough paths. This class con-
tains the class branched rough paths which itself contains the class of tensor-
valued rough paths. This is a natural expansion to the context of rough path
of the results of Munthe-Kaas et al. [11, 39, 37] on aromatic Butcher series
introduced to construct affine equivariant numerical integrators.
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Here, we focus mostly on constructing suitable vector fields, from which we deduce
the properties a driving path shall satisfy. The literature mentioned above focus
first on a suitable structure for the driving path. RDE are defined afterwards.
Beyond aromatic rough paths, other rough paths of similar nature and encoded
by trees could be considered. The Grossmann-Larson (or Cayley) algebra [27]
encodes the way differential operators acts on themselves and leads to a slightly
different structure than the one used for the aromatic B-series. However, one may
expect that all the structures lead to similar results. The prevalence of trees in
all these representations is understood by the fact that trees are convenient ways
to encode both operations on iterated integrals and on composition of differential
operators. The relationship between these different constructions will be subject
to future work.
Outline. In Section 2, we present the Taylor and the composition formula with
remainder as well as the suitable algebraic setup related to Newtonian maps and
operators. In Section 3, we gives a general construction of flows from rough paths,
and gives the suitable controls. We show how to apply these results to ODE in
Section 4 and to RDE in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to branched rough paths,
and the construction of aromatic branched rough paths.
2. The Taylor and the composition formula with
remainder
2.1. The dual nature of ODEs
Let V be a Banach space. The Fréchet derivative operator is denote by D. As usual,
we denote by CkpV,Vq the space of functions which are continuously differentiable
from V to V with derivatives of order k ě 0.
Let L be a set of elements, considered as letters. Let F be a map from L to the
class of Lipschitz functions from V to V. The ODE
ytrαspaq “ a `
ż t
0
F rαspysrαspaqq ds for t ě 0 (9)
has a unique V-valued continuous solution yrαspaq for any α P V.
The Newton formula applied on a function g P C1pV,Vq yields that
gpytrαspaqq “ gpaq `
ż t
0
pDgpysrαspaqq ¨ F rαspysrαspaqq ds for t ě 0. (10)
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We define the first order differential operator F :rαs by
F :rαsgpaq :“ Dgpaq ¨ F rαspaq for a P V, g P C1pV,Vq, (11)
as well as the linear differential operator
Ytrαsgpaq :“ gpytrαspaqq for a P V, g P C
0pV,Vq. (12)
The Newton formula (10) is then rewritten
Ytrαsgpaq “ gpaq `
ż t
0
YsrαsF
:rαsgpaq ds for a P V, g P C1pV,Vq.
In the functional form, this means the linear equation
Ytrαs “ 1`
ż t
0
YsrαsF
:rαs ds, (13)
where 1 is the neutral operator 1g “ g for g P C1pV,Vq.
Conversely, given a differential operator F :rαs with smooth coefficients, a Picard
approximation applied to (13) leads to
Ytrαs “ 1` F
:rαs `
t
2!
F :rαs2 `
t
3!
F :rαs3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ for t ě 0, (14)
where F :rαsk :“ F :rαspF :rαsk´1q for k ě 2. For convenience, we set F :rαs0 “ 1.
We now assume that α ÞÑ F :rαs is a homomorphism from an algebra WĄ L to
the algebra D of differential operators with smooth coefficients. We rewrite the
expansion (14) as
Ytrαs “ F
:rexpptαqs for t ě 0 with exppαq “
ÿ
kě0
tk
k!
αk. (15)
Let i be the identity map from V to V. When F :rαs and F rαs are related by (11),
then Ytrαsg “ gpytrαsq, t ě 0, where yrαs solves (9) for any starting point a P V.
As soon as k ě 2, F :rαks is in general a differential operator of degree k.
Alternatively, when dealing with functions F rαs instead of the differential form
F :rαs, the condition F :rαβs “ F :rαsF :rβs is replaced by the following condition
on the Lie derivative:
F rαβspaq “ DF rβspaq ¨ F rαspaq for a P V, β P W, α P LX W. (16)
Comparing (15) with (12) means that Ytrαs may be understood as either a non-
linear function acting on functions by composition or as a differential operator,
hence the dual nature. In the context of numerical approximations, this duality
is expressed through the notion of S-series, which generalizes the notion of B-
series [40]. Considering functions circumvent the constraint that F :rαs shall be
first order differential operator.
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2.2. Setup for vector fields with non-smooth coefficients
The expansion in (15) is only valid if the function F rαs “ F :rαsi is smooth. This
is not the case in many practical situations. We present a setup to deal with
regular yet not smooth functions.
Hypothesis 1. The algebra W is a graded, unital algebra W “
À
kě0 Wk with
W0 » R and ab P Wi`j whenever a P Wi and b P Wj . The neutral element 1 belongs
to W0.
Notation 1. Fix n ě 0. We define Wďn :“
Àn
k“0 Wk and Wąn :“
À
kěn`1 Wk.
Since Wąn is a two-sided ideal with respect to the multiplication of W, Wďn is
identified with the quotient space W{Wąn.
Notation 2. We decompose α P W as α “
ř`8
i“0 a
piq with αpiq P Wi, i P N.
Notation 3 (Relations Ż and §). For α, β P W, we define
α Ż β :“
ÿ
0ďi`jďn
αpiqβpjq P Wďn (17)
and α § β :“
ÿ
i`jěn`1
αpiqβpjq P Wąn. (18)
Convention 1. For non-associative algebras, these products are always applied
from right to left, for example α Ż β Ż γ means α Ż pβ Ż γq.
The product Ż is the projection of αβ onto Wďn. Furthermore, for α, β, γ P W,
α Ż γ Ż β “ α Ż pγβq, (19)
αβ “ α Ż β ` α § β (20)
and α § β “
2nÿ
i`j“n`1
αpiqβpjq when α, β P Wn. (21)
Notation 4 (Exponential and logarithm). We write γŻk for γ P W. The exponen-
tial and the logarithm related to Ż are defined by
exp
Ż
pαq :“
ÿ
kě0
1
k!
αŻk
and log
Ż
p1` αq :“
ÿ
kě0
p´1qk`1αŻk,
for α P Wwith αp0q “ 0.
Hypothesis 2. There exists a R-submodule L of W which is stable under the
projection α ÞÑ αpiq, for i “ 0, . . . , n. We set Lďn :“ LX Wďn.
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2.3. Newtonian map
Our first definition concerns parametric families of functions.
Definition 1 (Newtonian map). Assume Hypotheses 1 and 2. A Newtonian map
is a linear map F from Wďpn`1q to C
0pV,Vq such that
• F r1s “ i.
• F rαs is C1 for any α P Wďn.
• F rαs is Lipschitz continuous for any α P Lďn.
• for any pα, βq P Lďn ˆ Wn,
F rαβs :“ DF rβs ¨ F rαs.
Remark 1. When we combine (1) with (20) and (21), we obtain for pα, βq P Lďnˆ
Wn,
F rαβs “ F rα Ż βs ` F rα § βs “ F rα Ż βs `R
where α Ż β P Wďn and
R :“
2nÿ
i`j“n`1
DF rβpjqs ¨ F rαpiqs
since αpiq P Lďn by Hypothesis 2. Thus, F rα Ż βs P C
1 and R P C0. Thus justifies
to use both Ż and § to keep everything well defined.
Let us give a few examples. Elementary differentials, initially related to Runge-
Kutta numerical schemes [30], provides us with another natural family of Newto-
nian maps which we develop later in Section 6.
Example 1. Let F be the vector space of functions of class C8pV,Vq which we
equip with the product f ˚ g :“ pa ÞÑ Dgpaq ¨ fpaqq. Thus, pF,`, ˚q becomes a
non-associative algebra with a right unit i : V Ñ V, the identify map on V. Any
algebrea homomorphism F from pW,`, ¨q to pF,`, ˚q is a Newtonian map.
An instance of the Example 1 is given by analytic functions.
Example 2. Let us consider as W the algebra of R-valued sequences α :“ tαiuiPN
with the product
αβ :“
# ÿ
i`j“k
jβj`1αi
+
kPN
.
We set L :“ Wą0. For V “ R, the function F rαspaq “
ř
iPN αia
i is then a
Newtonian map, as DF rβspaq “
ř
iPN iβi`1a
i and DF rβspaq ¨ F rαspaq “ F rαβspaq.
Linear operators also give another instance of Example 1.
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Example 3. We consider W is a Banach algebra and we let V :“ W. For α P W,
we define F rαspaq :“ aα for a P V. We note that DF rαspaq ¨ h “ hα for any h P V.
Thus,
F rβs ˚ F rαspaq :“ DF rβspaq ¨ F rαspaq “ aαβ “ F rαβspaq.
Then F is a Newtonian map with L“ W.
Remark 2. In general, the unit element 1 of Wcannot belongs toL, as F r1¨βspaq “
DF rβspaq ¨ a and this should be equal to F rβs while F r1s “ i. This is however
possible in Example 3.
Example 4 (Derivatives of Newtonian maps). Let F be a Newtonian map. Then
Grαs defined by
Grαspa, bq “
„
F rαspaq
DF rαspaq ¨ b

is a Newtonian map whenever the regularity is suitable. This statement implies
that one may construct flows and their derivatives at the same time.
2.4. Newtonian operators
Definition 2 (Differential operator). Fix m ě 0. A m-order differential operator
H is a linear operator of type
Hgpaq “
mÿ
k“0
Dkgpaq ¨Hkpaq for any g P C
mpV,Vq,
where Hk is a continuous function with values in the symmetrization of V
bk, and
Hm is non-vanishing. We use the convention that D
0g “ g.
Definition 3 (Suitable function). Given a differential operator H , we say that g
is a suitable function when the regularity of g is greater or equal than the order
of H so that Hg is a continuous function.
Definition 4 (Newtonian operator). Assume Hypotheses 1 and 2. A Newtonian
operator is a linear map F : from Wďpn`1q to the class of differential operator such
that
• F :r1s “ 1, where 1 is the neutral operator 1g “ g for any g P C0.
• F :rβs has coefficients of class C1 for any β P Wďn.
• F :rαsg “ Dg ¨ F rαs for Lipschitz continuous function F rαs for any α P Lďn.
• for any pα, βq P Lďn ˆ Wn,
F :rαβsg :“ DF :rβsg ¨ F rαs “ F :rαsF :rβsg,
for any suitable function g : V Ñ V.
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When F :rαs and F :rβs are two first order differential operators, their product is
not a first order differential operator in general. The proof of the next lemma is
classical [30, Section III.5.2, p. 85] (it relies on the fact that D2g ¨abβ “ D2g ¨bba
for any a, b P V and any function g : V Ñ V of class C2).
Lemma 1. Set rα, βs
Ż
:“ α Ż β ´ β Ż α. When α, β P Lďn, then for any suitable
function g,
F :rrα, βs
Ż
sg “ Dg ¨ pF :rαsF rβs ´ F :rβsF rαsq
so that F :rrα, βs
Ż
s is a first order differential operator without zero order term.
The proof of the next three lemmas are immediate.
Definition 5 (Related Newtonian operators and map). A Newtonian map F and
a Newtonian operator F : are related when F : is the Lie derivative with respect
to F , i.e.,
F :rαsgpaq “ Dgpaq ¨ F rαspaq for any α P Lďn, a P V and g P C
1pV,Vq. (22)
Lemma 2. Assume that the Newtonian map F and the Newtonian operator F :
are related. Then gpytrαsq “ Ytrαsg, where yrαs solves (9) and Y rαs solves (13).
Lemma 3. Let F : be a Newtonian operator. Then F rαs :“ F :rαsi is a Newtonian
map and (22) is true.
Lemma 4. Let F rαs be defined as a Cn function which is Lipschitz on V for any α
in a set L. Let W be the algebra freely generated by the elements of L. We assume
that W is a graded algebra (the grading is not necessarily the one that arises from
the number of terms in the monomials). We define F : by F :rαsgpaq :“ Dgpaq¨F rαs
for α P L and recursively F :rαγsgpaq :“ F :rαsF :rγsgpaq for any γ “ α1 ¨ ¨ ¨αm
with γ P Wďn. Then F
: defines a Newtonian operator.
2.5. The Taylor formula with remainder
The now state the Taylor formula.
Lemma 5 (Taylor formula with remainder, functional form). Let F be a Newto-
nian map. For any α P Lďn and β P Wďn,
F rβspytrαspaqq “ F rexpŻptαq Ż βspaq `Rtrα, βspaq for t ě 0, (23)
where yrαs solves (9) and
Rtrα, βspaq “
ż t
0
F rα § pexp
Ż
ppt ´ sqαq Ż βqspysrαspaqq ds for t ě 0.
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Proof. Using the Newton formula applied to (9), since F rβs is of class C1,
F rβspyrαstpaqq “ F rβspaq `
ż t
0
DF rβsF rαspysrαspaqq ds
“ F rβspaq ` tF rα Ż βspaq `
ż t
0
F rα § βspysrαspaqq ds
`
ż t
0
pF rα Ż βspysrαspaqq ´ F rα Ż βspaqqds.
Iterating this procedure,
F rβspyrαstpaqq
“
`8ÿ
k“0
tk
k!
F rαŻk Ż βspaq `
`8ÿ
k“1
ż t
0
ż t1
0
¨ ¨ ¨
ż tk´1
0
F rα § αŻpk´1q Ż βspytkrαspaqq ds.
Using for example [23, Exercise 2.81, p. 253],ż t
0
ż t1
0
¨ ¨ ¨
ż tk´1
0
F rα § αŻpk´1q Ż βspytkrαspaqq dtk ¨ ¨ ¨ dt1
“
ż t
0
pt´ sqk´1
pk ´ 1q!
F rα § αŻpk´1qβspyrαsspaqq ds.
With the definition of the exponential exp
Ż
, this gives the desired formula.
The proof of the operational form is similar so that we skip it.
Lemma 6 (Taylor formula with remainder, operational form). Let F : be a New-
tonian operator. For any α P Lďn and β P Wďn,
YtrαsF
:rβs “ F :rexp
Ż
ptαq Ż βs `R:t rα, βs, (24)
where Y rαs is defined by (12) and
R
:
t rα, βsgpaq :“
ż t
0
YsrαsF
:rα § pexp
Ż
ppt´ sqαq Ż βqsgpaq ds,
for any suitable function g.
Remark 3. For b, b1 P V, we consider L “ tαu for a symbol α and W the word
algebra generated, with Wk the span of α
k. We set F :rαsgpaq :“ Dgpaq ¨ pb1 ´ bq.
We define for g P Ck and a P V,
F :rαkspaq :“ F :rαsF :rαk´1sgpaq “ Dkgpaq ¨ pb1 ´ bqbk for a P V.
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The Taylor formula (24) contains the usual Taylor formula with remainder for
any g P Cn`1:
gpb1q “
nÿ
k“0
1
k!
Dkgpbq ¨ pb1 ´ bq `
ż 1
0
p1´ sqn
n!
Dn`1gptb` p1´ tqb1q ¨ pb1 ´ bqbk ds
since α § exp
Ż
ppt´ sqαq “ pt´ sqnαn`1{n!.
2.6. The composition formula
The subspace L is not necessarily a subalgebra. We start by defining a binary
relation between elements of L.
Notation 5. We write
αfŻ β :“ logŻpexpŻpαq Ż expŻpβqq for α, β P L. (25)
By the properties of Ż, α fŻ β P Lďn.
Usually, expressions of αfŻβ is given by the truncated Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff-
Dynkin (BCHD) formula [12]. BCHD type formula can be extended to non-
associative algebras [38].
Hypothesis 3. The submodule L is such that α fŻ β P Lďn for any α, β P L.
Example 5. When W is a graded Lie algebra and L is a Lie algebra generated by
rα, βs “ αβ ´ βα containing W1, then Hypothesis 3 holds true.
Lemma 7 (Composition formula, functional form). Let F be a Newtonian map.
For α, β P Lďn, under Hypotheses 1, 2 and 3,
y1rβs ˝ y1rαspaq “ y1rαfŻ βspaq
`R1rα, expŻpβqspaq `R1rβ, 1spΦrαspaqq ´R1rα fŻ β, 1spaq. (26)
Proof. Using the Taylor formula on y1rβs with F r1s,
y1rβs ˝ y1rαspaq “ F rexpŻpβqspy1rαspaqq `R1rβ, 1spy1rαspaqq.
Applying again the Taylor formula on y1rαs with F rexpŻpβqs,
y1rβs˝y1rαspaq “ F rexpŻpαqŻexpŻpβqspaq`R1rα, expŻpβqspaq`R1rβ, 1spy1rαspaqq.
Finally, using the Taylor formula on y1rα fŻ βs with f r1s leads to (26).
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We now state the operational counterpart of the composition formula.
Lemma 8 (Composition formula, operational form). Let F : be a Newtonian op-
erator. For α, β P Lďn, under Hypotheses 1, 2 and 3,
Y1rαsY1rβsg “ Y1rα fŻ βsg
`R:1rα, expŻpβqsg `R
:
1rβ, 1sg ˝ Y1rαs ´R
:
1rα fŻ β, 1sg (27)
for any suitable function g.
3. Flows of differential equations controlled by
rough paths
3.1. Building W-valued rough paths
As introduced by T. Lyons in [36], a p-rough path is a path with values in the
truncated tensor algebra TnpUq of a Banach space U and of finite p-variation.
Later, M. Gubinelli constructed a rough path with values in the algebra of rooted
trees [29]. These constructions extend the notion of differential equations.
The notion of rough paths itself is easily extended to a general graded Banach
algebra.
Definition 6 (Control). A control is a map ω : T2` Ñ R` which is super-additive,
that is ωr,s ` ωs,t ď ωr,t and continuous close to its diagonal.
Hypothesis 4. The graded algebra W is a Banach algebra with a metric |¨| which
satisfies |αβ| ď |α| ¨ |β| for any α, β P W and
|α| “
ÿ
iě0
|αpiq| where αpiq P Wi, i ě 0 and α “
ÿ
iě0
αpiq.
Definition 7 (W-valued rough paths). A W-valued family x :“ pxs,tqps,tqPT2` is a
W-valued p-rough path if there exists a R`-valued family tµiuiPN such that
• For i ě 0, x
piq
s,t P Wi with x
p0q
s,t “ 1 and
|x
piq
s,t| ď µiω
i{p
s,t for any i ě 1, ps, tq P T
2
`. (28)
• The family x is multiplicative, that is
xr,sxs,t “ xr,t for any pr, s, tq P T
3
`. (29)
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• For any ps, tq P T2`, |xs,t| is finite.
Since Wąn is a two-sided ideal, Wn is isomorphic to the quotient space W{Wąn.
The Lyons extension theorem is also easily generalized,
Proposition 1 (Lyons extension theorem). Let x be a Wn-valued rough path with
n ą tpu. Then there exists a unique W-valued rough path ys,t such that xs,t “ y
pďnq
s,t ,
where αpďnq :“
řn
i“0 α
piq.
Proof. The Wn-rough path x is almost multiplicative in W, that is
xr,s,t :“ xr,sxs,t ´ xr,t “ xr,s § xs,t P Wąn for any pr, s, tq P T
3
`.
Therefore,
|xr,s,t| ď ω
pn`1q{p
r,t pn´ 1q|xr,t|
2.
The multiplicative sewing lemma [36, 24] is sufficient to conclude.
3.2. Rough Differential Equations driven by W-valued rough
paths
Hypothesis 5. Fix n ą 0. There exist
• a submodule L of W satisfying Hypothesis (2).
• for some p ě 1 and n ě tpu, a W-valued p-rough path x with λs,t :“
log
Ż
pxs,tq P Lďn.
• a Newtonian map F .
Hypothesis 6. There exists a νi P R`, i “ 1, . . . , n such that for any α P Wn,
max
 
}F rαpiqs}Lip, }F rα
piqs}8
(
ď νi|α
piq| for i “ 0, . . . , n.
Notation 6. We define a family φ of maps from V to V by
φt,spaq :“ yrλs,ts1paq for a P V, ps, tq P T
2
`.
Proposition 2. Under Hypotheses 5 and 6, if W is finite dimensional, then for
any a P V, there exists a path y P C0pT,Vq, not necessarily unique, such that
y0paq “ a and
|yt ´ φt,spysq| ď Cω
pn`1q{p
s,t for ps, tq P T
2
`. (30)
Such a path is called a D-solution to
yt “ a`
ż t
0
F r dxrspysq ds for t ě 0. (31)
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Remark 4. Although it is possible to give an explicit bound for C from the following
proof, this constant is improved in Section 3.3.
Notation 7. We denote by Cnb the set of functions of class C
n with are bounded
with bounded, continuous derivatives up to order n. For g P Cnb , we set }g}ďn :“řn
k“1}D
kg}8.
Corollary 1 (Newton’s formula). Assume Hypotheses 5 and 6. Let F : be the
Newtonian map related to F through (22). Then for any function g of class Cnb ,ˇˇˇ
gpytq ´ F
:
”
x
pďnq
s,t
ı
gpysq
ˇˇˇ
ď C}g}ďnω
pn`1q{p
s,t for ps, tq P T
2
`
for a constant C whenever }F :rαsg}8 ď K|α| ¨ }g}ďn for some constant K ě 0 and
any α P Lďn.
We recall the definition of an almost flow (or approximate flow in [2]), here in
the context of a Banach space. The definition of [15] is slightly weaker. For the
sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to bounded functions/vector fields: see e.g.
[16] for controls allowing to remove such an assumption. Also, we may weaken
the control over the Lipschitz norm of F rαs to a control over its Hölder norm in
Hypothesis 6.
Definition 8 (Almost flow). A family φ :“ tφs,tups,tqPT2` of maps from V to V is
an almost flow if for some non-decreasing, continuous function δ : R` Ñ R` with
δp0q “ 0,
• φt,t “ i for any t P V.
• }φt,s ´ i}8 ď δT for any ps, tq P T
2
`.
• }φt,s}Lip ď 1` δT for any ps, tq P T
2
`.
• For some θ ą 1 and some constant L ě 0,
}φt,s ˝ φs,r ´ φt,r}8 ď Lω
θ
r,t for any pr, s, tq P T
3
`. (32)
Besides, φ is a flow if L “ 0 in (32).
The proof of the next results is proved using an homogeneity argument. We skip
its proof.
Lemma 9. There exist some constants λi, Li ě 0, i “ 1, . . . , n such that
|λ
piq
s,t| ď λiω
i{p
s,t and |exppθλs,tq
piq| ď Liω
i{p
s,t for any ps, tq P T
2
` and 0 ď θ ď 1 (33)
for i “ 1, . . . , n.
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Proof of Proposition 2. We prove first that φ is an almost flow. Since for any s P T,
λs,s “ 0, φs,spaq “ a.
From applications of the Gronwall lemma,
}φt,s ´ i}8 ď Ns,t}φt,s}Lip ď Ns,t
with
Ns,t :“
nÿ
i“1
νi|λ
piq
s,t| ď
nÿ
i“1
νiλiω
i{p
s,t ,
for any ps, tq P T2`. We then set δT :“ N0,T .
Since, xr,s Ż xs,t “ xr,t in Wďn, it follows from (25) that λr,s fŻ λs,t “ λr,t for any
pr, s, tq P T2`. The composition formula yields
φt,s ˝ φs,rpaq ´ φt,rpaq “ Rrλr,s,x
pďnq
s,t spaq `Rrλs,t, 1spφr,spaqq ´Rrλr,t, 1spaq.
With (33), (28) and Hypothesis (6), for some constant C 1,
}Rrλr,s,x
pďnq
s,t s}8 ď
2nÿ
k“n`1
νk
ÿ
i`j“k
˜ ÿ
ℓ`ℓ1“i
λℓΛℓ1
¸
µiω
i{p
r,t ω
j{p
s,t ď C
1ω
pn`1q{p
r,t
for any pr, s, tq P T3`. With s “ t, this inequality applies to }Rrλs,t, 1s}8. Hence,
}φt,s ˝ φs,r ´ φt,r}8 ď Cω
pn`1q{p
r,t .
This proves that φ is an almost flow. The results follows from [15, Theorem 2].
Proof of Corollary 1. For any ps, tq P T2`,ˇˇˇ
gpytq ´ F
:
”
x
pďnq
s,t
ı
gpysq
ˇˇˇ
ď |gpytq ´ φt,sgpysq| `
ˇˇ
φt,sgpysq ´ F
:rxs,tsgpysq
ˇˇ
ď }g}Lip ¨ |yt ´ φt,spysq| ` }R
:rλs,t, 1sgpysq}8
ď C}g}Lipω
pn`1q{p
s,t ` C
1}g}ďnω
pn`1q{p
s,t .
The last inequality follows from Lemma 9.
Remark 5. In the proof of Proposition 2, when F and F : are related, we have
proved that
F :rxr,s fŻ xs,ts “ y1rλs,tspy1rλr,sspaqq ` remainder
as well as
F :rxr,s fŻ xs,ts “ F rxs,tspF rxr,sspaqq ` remainder.
As the coefficients of F :rxs,ts may only be of class C
1
b, F
:rxs,tsF
:rxr,ss is not
necessarily well defined, while F rxs,tspF rxr,spaqq is.
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We now give a sufficient condition to ensure uniqueness. Actually, much more
results can be given, such as generic properties, rate of convergence of numerical
schemes and so on as for ODE with Lipschitz vector fields [15, 14, 16].
Definition 9 (4-points control). A function g : V Ñ V satisfies a 4-points control
whenever
|gpaq´ gpbq´ gpcq` gpdq| ď pgp|a´ b|_ |c´d|qˆ p|a´ c|_ |b´d|q` g⊛ |a´ b´ c`d|
for a non-decreasing, continuous function pg : R` Ñ R` and C ě 1.
The proof of the next lemma is a direct consequence of the Gronwall lemma.
Lemma 10. Let g be a function that satisfies a 4-points control. Let y be the
solution to the ODE yτpaq “ a `
şt
0
gpyσpaqq dσ (which is necessarily unique since
g is Lipschitz continuous). Then h :“ a ÞÑ y1paq satisfies a 4-points control withph :“ exppg⊛qpgp}h}Lipq}h}Lip and h⊛ :“ exppg⊛q, where }h}Lip ď expp}g}Lipq.
Proposition 3. Assume that F rλs,ts satisfies a 4-points control for any ps, tq P T
2
`
with F rλs,ts
⊛ ď δT and for some θ ą 1,
}Rrλs,r,x
pďnq
s,t s}Lip ` }Rrx
pďnq
s,t , 1s}Lip ď Cω
θ
r,t for any pr, s, tq P T
3
`. (34)
Then tφs,tu is a stable almost flow and the D-solution to (31) is unique. The
D-solution also exists in an infinite Banach space.
Alternatively, we may consider working on F rx
pďnq
s,t s using perturbation results
[15, 14].
Proposition 4. The family ψ defined by ψt,spaq :“ F rx
pďnq
s,t s, ps, tq P T
2
` is an
almost flow with }ψs,t´φs,t}8 ď Cω
θ^pn`1q{p
s,t for any ps, tq P T
2
`. If in addition (34)
holds and φ is a stable almost flow, then ψ is also a stable almost flow.
3.3. Decay estimate
One could see the φt,s as numerical integrators and to use the almost flow to con-
struct approximation schemes. This is why (30), which corresponds to consistency,
actually determines the rate of convergence from the knowledge.
An inequality of type (30) only state consistency. When }φt,s}Lip is of order t ´ s,
for example for ODE, then the Gronwall lemma gives the rate of convergence.
This is no longer true when φs,t is not of order t ´ s. In Proposition 3, we give a
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sufficient condition to get uniqueness and rate of convergence. The Davie lemma
(See Appendix A) is a substitute to the Gronwall lemma. Its requires to already
have an estimate on Γs,t :“ yt´φt,spysq of type |Γs,t| ď Cω
θ
s,t for some θ ą 1. Given
that |Γr,s,t| ďMω
θ
r,t with Γr,s,t “ Γr,s`Γs,t´Γr,t, then C may be replaced by KM
for a constantK depending only on ω0,T and θ ą 1. This was the strategy proposed
first by P. Friz and N. Victoir [25, 26] to study high-order Euler schemes. They
however use a geodesic approximation to get first |Γs,t| ď Cω
θ
s,t with a constant C
that depends on the length of an approximation by a smooth path. They hence
obtain a constant M in |Γr,s,t| ď Mω
θ
r,t that does not depend on the regularity of
the path.
It is possible to get the constant C explicitly. For this, it relies on getting bounds
on the λi in (33). However, this is useless as the constant may be strongly improved.
For this, we follow the general idea from [10] (see also [8, 8] for related works). The
restriction to consider only a rough paths with values in a finite-dimensional space
is removed as we do not rely on using a sequence of smooth approximations of the
path.
Here, we consider a Newtonian operator F :, as we saw in Lemma 4 how to trans-
form a Newtonian map into a Newtonian operator. From now, we denote by y a
D-solution to yt “ a`
şt
0
F r dxrspyrq dr.
Notation 8. We define
R
s,t
j pgq :“ gpytq ´ F
:
”
x
pďjq
s,t
ı
gpysq (35)
for j “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , n, g P Cj and any ps, tq P T2`.
Hypothesis 7. Hypothesis 6 holds. Besides, there exists a constant γ ě 0 such
that n ´ 1` γ ą p and for each j P t1, . . . , n´ 1u a constant kj ě 0 such that
}Rs,tj pF rαsgq}8 ď kj|α| ¨ }g}ďjω
pγ`jq{p
s,t (36)
for any g P Cjb and any α P Wďj .
Proposition 5 (Propagation of decay). Consider Hypothesis 7. We assume that
for a constant A,
}Rs,tn pgq}8 ď A}g}ďnω
pn`γq{p
s,t , for any 0 ď s ď t ď T, (37)
for g P Cnb . Then (37) holds true with A replaced by
kn :“ sup
pr,s,tqPT3`
răsăt
|x|
p1´ 2pp´n´γq{pq´1
řn
j“1 kn´jνjω
pγ`n´jq{p
r,s ω
j{p
s,t
ω
pn`γq{p
r,t
. (38)
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Proof. Set for pr, s, tq P T3` and a suitable function g : V Ñ V,
Vr,s,t :“ F
:rx
pďnq
s,t ´ 1sgpysq ´ F
:rx
pďnq
s,t ´ 1sgpyrq. (39)
Recall that F :r1sg “ g so that F :rx
pďnq
s,t sgpaq “ F
:rx
pďnq
s,t ´ 1sgpaq ` gpaq.
On the one hand,
Rr,sn rgspyrq `R
s,t
n rgspysq “ gpytq ´ F
:rxpďnqxr,ssgpyrq ´ F
:rx
pďnq
s,t ´ 1sgpyrq ` Vr,s,t.
(40)
On the other hand,
Rr,tn rgspyrq “ gpytq ´
ÿ
0ďi`jďn
i,jě0
F :rxpiqr,sx
pjq
s,t sgpyrq
“ gpytq ´
nÿ
j“1
n´jÿ
i´1
F :rxpiqr,sx
pjq
s,t sgpyrq ´ F
:rx
pďnq
s,t sgpyrq ´ F
:rxpďnqr,s ´ 1sgpyrq. (41)
With (35),
F :rx
pjq
s,t sgpysq ´ F
:rx
pjq
s,t sgpyrq “ F
:rxpďn´jqr,s sF
:rx
pjq
s,t sgpyrq `R
r,s
n´jpF
:rx
pjq
s,t sgqpyrq
“
n´1ÿ
i´1
F :rxpjqr,sx
piq
s,tsgpyrq `R
r,s
n´jpF
:rx
pjq
s,t sgqpyrq.
With Vs,t introduced in (39),
´ Vs,t “
nÿ
j“1
n´jÿ
i“1
F :rxpjqr,sx
piq
s,tsgpyrq `
nÿ
j“1
R
r,s
n´jpF
:rx
pjq
s,t sgqpyrq. (42)
Combining (40) with (41) and (42),
Rr,sn rgspyrq `R
s,t
n rgspysq ´R
r,t
n rgspyrq “ ´
nÿ
j“1
R
r,s
n´jpF
:rx
pjq
s,t sgqpyrq.
Using Hypothesis 7,
|Rr,tn rgspyrq| ď |R
r,s
n rgspyrq| ` |R
s,t
n rgspysq| `
nÿ
j“1
~g~kn´j|x|νjω
pγ`n´jq{p
r,s ω
j{p
s,t .
The Davie lemma (Lemma 15 in Appendix) allows one to conclude.
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An immediate consequence of Proposition 5 combined with the neo-classical in-
equality [32, Theorem 1.2] is the following control similar to the one in [10] without
being restricted to finite dimensional rough paths as no smooth approximmation of
the path is used. In [13], it is proved that the consistency holds at order pn` 1q{γ
even in presence of an infinite dimensional rough path. Yet the constant is not iden-
tified. Thanks to the Lyons extension theorem (See [36, Theorem 2.2.1, p. 242]
or [34, Theorem 3.1.2]), (43) and (44) are satisfied for rough paths by using a
proper choice of the control ω. Actually, with Example 3, Proposition 5 may be
used to prove the Lyons extension theorem.
Corollary 2 (Propagation of factorial decay). Let us fix n ě 1 and γ ą 0. Assume
that
kj ď
B
pj{pq!
for j “ 0, . . . , m with m` γ ą p (43)
and νj ď
KB
pj{pq!
for i “ 0, . . . , n (44)
for some K ě 0 with
B ď
b
pp1´ 2pp´m´γq{pq.
Then (43) is also true for j “ m` 1, . . . , n.
4. Application to ODEs
Let us consider a set of letters I. The algebra W is the algebra of words (i.e.,
monomials) freely generated by I. The unit element of W is the empty word H.
The length of a word w is denoted by |w|. By convention, |H| “ 0. We define
Wk :“ tw P W | |w| “ ku, so that W is graded by tWkukě0.
We transform any R-valued family tmiuiPI into a homomorphism from W to R by
mi1¨¨¨ik “ mi1 ¨ ¨ ¨mik for any word i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ik of W.
Let us fix n ą 0. Each i P I is associated with a function fi : V Ñ V of class C
n
and globally Lipschitz. We define a Newtonian map F through
F rHs “ i, F ris “ fi for i P I and F riwspaq “ DF rwspaq ¨ F rispaq
for any w P Wďn. For w P Wďn, F rws P C
n`1´|w|. In particular, F riws is continu-
ous when |w| “ n and i P I.
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Proposition 6. We set α “
ř
iPI mii P A for mi P R. Let y be the unique solution
to the ODE
yt “ a`
ż t
0
ÿ
iPI
mifipysq ds “ a `
ż t
0
F rαspysq ds, t ě 0 for a P V.
For w P Wďn,
F rwspytq “
n´|w|ÿ
k“0
tk
k!
ÿ
i1¨¨¨ikPI
F rmi1¨¨¨iki1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ikwspaq `Rpt, aq (45)
with
Rpt, aq “
ż t
0
ÿ
i1¨¨¨in´|w|PI
pt ´ sqn´|w|
pn´ |w|q!
F rmi1¨¨¨in`1´|w|i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ in`1´|w|wspysq ds.
Proof. For α “
ř
iPI mii, and t ě 0,
expptαq “
ÿ
kě0
tk
k!
ÿ
i1¨¨¨ikPI
mi1 ¨ ¨ ¨mik i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ik “
ÿ
kě0
tk
k!
ÿ
i1¨¨¨ikPI
mi1¨¨¨ik i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ik.
Since Wďn contains only words of size smaller than n,
expptαq Ż w “
n´|w|ÿ
k“0
tk
k!
ÿ
i1¨¨¨ikPI
mi1¨¨¨iki1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ikw
and α § expppt ´ sqαq Ż w “
pt´ sqn´|w|
pn´ |w|q!
ÿ
i1¨¨¨in`1´|w|PI
mi1¨¨¨in`1´|w|i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ in`1´|w|w.
This concludes the proof.
We now show that it is also useful to recover some standard results on ODE.
Corollary 3 ([30, Lemma 5.4, p. 85]). For i, j such that fi, fj P C
1pV,Vq, we
assume that the vector fields fiD and fjD commutes, that is Dfj ¨ fi ´ Dfi ¨ fj
vanishes. Then Φris ˝ Φrjs “ Φrjs ˝ Φris.
Proof. We set n “ 2. For α, β P A and t ě 0, a classical computation shows that
exp
Ż
ptαq Ż exp
Ż
ptβq “ exp
Ż
ˆ
tα ` tβ `
t2
2
rα, βs
˙
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with rα, βs :“ αβ ´ βα. We then define pα ‹ βqptq :“ tα ` tβ ´ t
2
2
rα, βs. The
composition formula yields
Φrγptqs “ Φrtβs ˝ Φrtαs ` ǫptq with |ǫptq| ď Ct3
as an explicit computation on (45) shows it. If F rijs “ F rjis, then Φrpi ‹ jqptqs “
Φrpi` jqts. Hence, |Φrtβs ˝ Φrtαs ´ Φrtαs ˝ Φrtβs| ď Ct3. We conclude using the
technique proposed in [30, Lemma III.5.4, p. 85].
Similarly, results such as convergence of the Strang splitting and the Lie-Trotter
formula [30] may be recovered by this approach.
Remark 6. A variant consists in assuming that the weights mi are piecewise con-
tinuous functions from T to R, so that the ODE is a controlled one, where the mi
are the time derivatives of the piecewise continuous control x : T Ñ RdimpIq. This
leads to similar algebraic computations.
Remark 7. When one considers the non-autonomous differential equation 9yt “
fpt, ytq, one may fix some integer n ě 1 and set miptq “ 1tPriT {n,pi`1qT {n as well as
fipaq “ fpiT {n, aq. Using Remark 6, we then obtain discrete time approximations
of the chronological expansion developed in [1] as well as the Magnus formula
[6, 43, 30]. This also explains why the Magnus formula is sometimes called a
continuous-time Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff-Dynkin formula.
5. High-order expansion of rough differential
equations
We now consider the situation where W is a tensor algebra. In this case, our
notion of RDE is the same as the one by A. M. Davie [22], P. Friz & N. Victoir
[25, 26], I. Bailleul [2] as we saw in [15, 14] that the framework of almost flows
encompasses all these constructions.
Here, we focus on studying high-order expansions of the numerical schemes. Such
a study was initiated in [25]. It was then followed by [2, 4, 3, 10] and more
recently by [41] where Runge-Kutta schemes were studied or in [5] for studying
rough transport equation.
Notation 9 (Tensor algebra). We consider a separable Banach space U with basis
teiuiPI . We denote by TpUq its tensor algebra
W :“ TpUq :“ R‘ U ‘ Ub2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
The tensor algebra TpUq is isomorphic to the algebra of words generated by the
alphabet I. It is also graded by the Wk “ U
bk, k ě 0.
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Let us fix n ě 1. We associate with each ei a function fi of class at most C
n and
globally Lipschitz. We consider the differential operators defined by
F :r1sg :“ g, F :reisg :“ Dg ¨ fi and F
:rα b βsg “ F :rαsgF :rβsg.
Thus, F : defines a Newtonian operator, which is easily put in relation with the
Newtonian map of Section 4.
Notation 10 (Lie algebra). We denote by L the smallest Lie algebra generated
U and close under the Lie brackets rα, βs :“ α b β ´ β b α.
The proof of the following result is standard. It assert that if α P Lďn, then F rαs
is actually a first order differential operator. It is proved inductively on the levels
of brackets in gpUq.
Lemma 11. If α P L, then F :rαsgpaq “ Dgpaq ¨ F :rαsipaq.
We refer to [36, 26, 34, 31] for an extensive discussion about the properties of weak
geometric rough paths.
Definition 10 (Weak geometric rough path). Let x be a Wn-valued p-rough path
(possibly n “ `8 with W8 “ W). We say that x is a weak geometric rough path
if logpxs,tq belongs to the Lie algebra.
The Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff-Dynkin formula [12] states for for any α, β P L,
there exists a γ P L, which is explicitly computable from α and β such that
exppαq b exppβq “ exppγq (46)
for some γ P L, where exp is the exponential in the tensor product. Since Wąn is
a two-sided ideal, by identifying Wďn with the quotient space W{Wąn, there exists
γn P Lďn such that
exp
Ż
pαq Ż exp
Ż
pβq “ exp
Ż
pγnq, (47)
as Ż is identified with the truncated tensor product b. Therefore, Hypothesis 3
holds.
Moreover, when α P Lďn, then F
:rαs is a first-order differential operator by
Lemma 11 as L is stable by projection onto Wďn. This proves that F
: is a
Newtonian operator with respect to the choice of the tensor algebra TpUq for W
and its Lie algebra for L.
We then recover the high-order expansion given in [25, 10] without relying on the
use of sub-Riemannian geodesics. Thus, these results also hold true in an infinite
dimensional setting, as already noted in [4, 13]. However, with respect to the two
last works, we benefits from the decay estimate of [10].
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Proposition 7 (Consistency). Under the above hypotheses, when x is a finite
p-rough paths and fi P C
n with n ` 1 ą p, any D-solution z satisfies
|zt ´ F
:rx
pďnq
s,t sipzsq| ď Cω
pn`1q{p
s,t and |zt ´ φt,spzsq| ď Cω
pn`1q{p
s,t
where φt,spaq “ yrlogŻpx
pďnq
s,t qspaq.
Coupled with the results in [14, 16], we also obtain a rate of convergence of pn `
1q{p´ 1 of the numerical scheme. This is the same rate as in [26, Theorem 10.3.3].
6. Branched rough paths
As in Sections 4 and 5, we consider an alphabet I whose letters i are associated
with of function fi. We introduce first a few notions on trees.
Definition 11 (Decorated tree). A I-decorated tree is a tree whose vertices are
associated with a letter i in I. We denote by T the set of decorated trees.
Notation 11 (Forest). The formal, commutative and associative product of trees
is called a forest. A forest can be seen as a monomial of the R-module RxTy freely
generated by the set T. The neutral element of RxTy, called the empty tree, is
denoted by H.
Definition 12 (Grafting). Let us conider m trees τ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ τm P T as well as a deco-
ration i P I. We denote by xτ1, . . . , τmyi the tree obtained by grafting the roots of
τ1, . . . , τm to a new vertex which we decorate with i. The tree with a single root
decorated by i is written ‚i. The number of nodes of τ P T‹ is denoted by |τ |, with
|H| “ 0. It holds that |xτ1, . . . , τmy| “ |τ1|` ¨ ¨ ¨` |τm|`1. The gratfting operation
pτ1, . . . , τmq ÞÑ xτ1, . . . , τmy is extended to RxTy
m by multilinearity.
Decorated rooted trees are defined recursively through the grafting operation from
the family of single root trees t‚iuiPI .
6.1. B-series
From the set tfiuiPI of functions, we define the elementary differentials which is a
family of functions indiced by I-decorated rooted trees. The B in B-series stands
for J.C. Butcher, who was the first to exhibit their algebraic features to study
Runge-Kutta schemes in [18].
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Definition 13 (Elementary differentials). To each I-decorated rooted tree τ in T,
we associate the function F rτ s : V Ñ V by the following way
F rHspaq “ a, F r‚ispaq “ fipaq
and F rxτ1, . . . , τmyispaq “ D
mfipaq ¨ F rτ1spaq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b F rτmspaq,
as long as the fi have enough regularity to ensure that F rτ s is continuous. We
extend F by linearity over RxTy. Such an F is called an elementary differential.
To apply our construction, we define a new algebra pW,`, ¨q from RxTy with the
product defined as a bilinear relation recursively from
σ ¨ ‚i “ xσyi
and σ ¨ xτ1, . . . , τmyi “ xσ, τ1, . . . , τmyi `
mÿ
j“1
xτ1, . . . , σ ¨ τj , . . . , τmyi.
This algebra W is graded by the number of nodes.
Remark 8. The algebra pW,`, ¨q is non-associative so that τ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ τm means τ1 ¨
p¨ ¨ ¨ pτm´1 ¨ τmq ¨ ¨ ¨ q.
Hypothesis 8. Let us fix n ě 1 such that for each τ P Wďn, F rτ s P C
1.
Lemma 12. Let σ, τ be a trees in W. Then F is a Newtonian map.
Example 6. Assume that I contains only a single letter, so that we drop any
mention to it. Let y be the solution to the ODE yt “ a `
şt
0
fpysq ds “ a `şt
0
F r‚spysq ds. The Taylor formula at order n implies that
yt “ a` F rexpŻpt‚qspaq `Opt
n`1q,
which in turns means that y
pmq
|t“0paq “ F r‚
¨mspaq, where ypmq is the m-th order
derivative of y (in time).
For the reason given in Example 6, F rγs is called a B-series.
Proposition 8. Let x :“ txs,tups,tqPT2` be a Wďn-valued p-rough path with n ě
tpu. Then there exists a D-solution y associated with the almost flow φ defined by
φt,spaq :“ F rxs,tspaq and
|yt ´ F rxs,tspysq| ď Cω
pn`1q{p
s,t , for ps, tq P T
2
`.
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We consider now a Banach space U with a basis teiuiPI whose elements are then
indiced by I. Now, let x be a Tď2pUq-valued p-rough path with 2 ď p ă 3 We
consider a family tfiuiPI of functions which are regular enough.
The Davie approximation is the almost flow (considered first by A.M. Davie [22])
defined by
φt,spaq :“ a`
ÿ
iPI
fipaqx
p1q,i
s,t `
ÿ
i,jPI
x
p2q,ij
s,t Dfjpaq ¨ fipaq “ F rxs,tspaq. (48)
which serves as an approximation to the RDE usually written zt “ a`
şt
0
fpzsq dxs,
which actually means zt “ a `
şt
0
F r dxsspysq.
The proof of the following theorem is only a rewriting using the formalism of trees.
This is a result similar to the one of [19]. With [31, Proposition 3.8, p. 228],
this leads to the same construction (only at the first level) of the RDE driven by
branched rough paths introduced by [29].
Proposition 9. The Wď2-valued family τ defined by
τ s,t :“ 1`
ÿ
iPI
x
p1q,i
s,t ‚i `
ÿ
i,jPI
x
p2q,ij
s,t x‚iyj .
is a Wď2-valued p-rough path and the Davie approximation defined by (48) and
rewritten
φt,spaq “ F rτ s,tspaq for a P V, ps, tq P T
2
`
defines an almost flow.
Proof. In Wď2 (recall that Ż is nothing more than ¨ in the quotient space Wď2),
τ r,s Ż τ s,t “ 1`
ÿ
iPI
‚ix
p1q,i
r,t `
ÿ
i,jPI
x‚jyipx
p2q,ij
r,s ` x
p2q,ij
s,t q `
ÿ
i,jPI
‚i ¨ ‚jx
p1q,i
r,s x
p2q,j
s,t ,
since x
p1q
r,s `x
p1q
s,t “ x
1
r,t. Regarding the term of order 2, x
p2q
r,t “ x
p2q
r,s`x
p2q
s,t `x
p1q
r,sbx
p1q
s,t
in Tď2pUq. We check that ‚i ¨ ‚j “ x‚iyj . Thus, τ is multiplicative in Wď2.
The control over |τ
piq
s,t| are easily obtained.
The main implication of Proposition 9 is the convergence of higher-order numerical
schemes constructed from B-series, also called Runge-Kutta schemes.
Corollary 4. Let n ě 3. We consider τ given in Proposition 9. Any Wďn-valued
p-rough path σ with σ
pď2q
s,t “ τ s,t for any ps, tq P T
2
` gives rise to the sams flow as
the one that stems from the approxiation tF rτ s,tsups,tqPT2`
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Finally, in Wď2,
logpτ s,tq “
ÿ
iPI
‚ix
p1q,i
r,t `
ÿ
i,jPI
x‚jyipx
p2q,ij
r,s ` x
p2q,ij
s,t q ´
1
2
ÿ
i,jPI
x
p1q,i
x
p1q,jx‚iyj.
The next lemma is a rewritting in the context of branched trees on the definition
of weak geometric rough paths [34, 26, 33].
Lemma 13. A weak geometric p-rough path is a rough path x such that xs,t “
exppλs,tq where λs,t belongs to the Lie algebra L for any ps, tq P T
2
`. In Wď2,
xs,t “ 1` x
p1q
s,t `
1
2
x
p1q
s,t b x
p1q
s,t ` as,t (49)
where as,t P Ub U is anti-symmetric, that is a
ij
s,t “ ´a
ji
s,t for any i, j P I.
It follows from Lemma 13 that if τ s,t proceed from a weak geometric Tď2pUq-valued
rough path as in (49), then
λs,t :“ logŻpτ s,tq “ x
p1q
s,t `
ÿ
i,jPI
x‚jyia
ij
s,t.
One recovers the construction from I. Bailleul [2, 4] when one considers as an
almost flow tΦrλs,tsups,tqPT2` .
Let us end this section by noting that for any Wďn-valued p-rough path τ , it is
always possible to compute λs,t “ logŻpτ s,tq, whether or not the path is a weak
geometric rough path.
6.2. Aromatic rough paths
The notion of aromatic tree extends the one of rooted trees. Aromatic trees were
introduced in [39, 37] as an extension of B-series to study equivarient numerical
schemes.
Definition 14 (Directed graph). A directed graph g is defined as a finite set of
vertices V pgq and edges Epgq Ă V pgq ˆ V pgq. We allow the empty graph H with
no vertices. Two graphs g and h are equivalent is there exists a one-to-one map
f : V pgq Ñ V phq such that pf ˆ fqpEpgqq “ Ephq.
Definition 15 (Aromatic forest). An aromatic forest is an equivalence class of
directed graphs where each node has at most one outgoing edge. A root of an
aromatic forest is a node with no outgoing edge.
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We now consider that V :“ Rm. Let I be a set of letters. To each letter α P I, we
associate a function f rαs : V Ñ V regular enough. The i-th component of f rαs is
written f irαs.
Definition 16 (Elementary differential operator). We consider a I-decorated aro-
matic forest τ . We associate with τ a differential operator F :rτ s constructed the
following way:
• Each vertex v of τ is also associated with iv P t1, . . . , mu and thus decorated
by pτv, ivq P Lˆ t1, . . . , mu.
• Let v be a vertex of τ with s ingoing edges from the vertices labelled by
q1, . . . , qs regarding their components in t1, . . . , mu. We then consider the
factor
fpv, iv, i1, . . . , isq :“
Bf ivrτ s
Bxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bxis
,
where f jrτvs is the j-component of f rτvs. If the vertex has no ingoing edge,
then fpv, i1q :“ f rτvs
iv .
• To each root s of τ , we also associate the factor B
Bxs
.
• We multiply the factors and we sum according the Einstein summation con-
vention, i.e., we sum over each factor appearing twice, lower (differentiation)
and upper.
Example 7. The tree ‚α which gives rise to the vector field F
:r‚αs :“
ř
i f rαs
iBxi.
while
x‚αyβ gives rise to F
:rx‚αyβs :“
ÿ
i,j
f irαs
Bf jrβs
Bxi
B
Bxj
and
x‚α‚γyβ gives rise to F
:rx‚α‚γyβs :“
ÿ
i,j,k
f irαsfkrγs
B2f jrβs
BxiBxk
B
Bxj
.
On the other hand, an aroma with a single vertex, which is simply a loop with a
single edge both ingoing and outgoing is associated with the divergence
ř
i fi.
Remark 9. Elementary differentials which are differential operators are first order
are encoded by aromatic forest with a single root.
Definition 17 (Composition of I-decorated aromatic forest). Given two aromatic
I-decorated aromatic forests, we define their products στ as the sum of the graphs
γ obtained the following way:
• we superpose σ and τ , that is we construct a graph whose edges (resp. ver-
tices) is obtained by the union of the edges (resp. vertices) of σ and τ .
• for each root s of σ and each node t of τ , we form a graph as above to which
we add en edge outgoing from s and ingoing from t.
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This product rule (see [11, Definition 3.7, p. 205]) is the one that corresponds
to the product of two elementary differentials. The next lemma follows from [11,
Lemma 3.8, p. 205] and Remark 9 above.
Lemma 14. Let σ and τ be two I-decorated aromatic forests be such that σ has only
one root. Then στ has only one root. Let L be the R-submodule freely generated by
I-decorated rooted trees with one root. Assume that F :rαsi is Lipschitz continuous
for any α P Lďn. Then F
: is a Newtonian operator.
It is then possible to extend the notion of RDE driven by branched rough paths
to RDE driven by aromatic rough paths.
A. A Davie lemma
There are several forms of the Davie lemma. The one presented here is a simplified
form of the one in [14] and of [26, Lemma 10.59, p. 270] for the special case
̟pxq “ xθ, θ ą 1.
Lemma 15 (A Davie’s lemma). Let ̟ be such that ̟p0q “ 0 and 2̟pxq ď κ̟p2xq
for some κ ă 1. Let tUs,tu0ďsďtďT be a R`-valued family as well as E,M ě 0 such
that
Us,t ď E̟pωs,tq and Ur,t ď Ur,s ` Us,t `M̟pωr,tq
for any 0 ď r ď s ď t ď T . Then Ur,t ďM{p1 ´ κq̟pωr,tq.
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